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Fighting a new enemy to keep
our children safe!
Support our

“I care” bag.

The COVID-19 pandemic requires the use of
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to keep our
staff and children safe. This requires a strict protocol - at

a huge unbudgeted cost.

The target is to raise R400 000. Your
donation of R200 (one bag) will
help toward buying 2 000 “I care”
bags. Just click on the link and donate
on the secure website or choose the EFT option. http://stjosephshome.org.za/pages/icare
A glimpse Inside SJH : https://youtu.be/Hn6UJ_1rvvA
A special video production to archive the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on
St Joseph's Home is currently in post-production. This short music montage
gives an insight into the impact of the lockdown regulations on parental visits to
the Home. This special song, LET US KEEP OUR DISTANCE, was written, composed and performed (together with his three daughters) by Anton Scholtz,
a resident from St Helena Bay on the Cape West Coast.

Report back: During the first ten days of our appeal we received more than R90 000!
Help us reach our dream target! Share our campaign with friends and family.
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COVID-19: It is business as unusual at St Joseph’s
COVID-19 has impacted on the operations at St Joseph’s. We
asked Christelle Cornelius (CEO) about the challenges.
What has the impact of the virus been on St Joseph’s Home? St Joseph's is a
home where children are in long term care and we sometimes see ourselves as a closed environment. The impact has been on many levels and the reality is that we feel very vulnerable for our children as they need access to 24 hours of nursing care. We had to implement
many checks and balances regarding every entrance and exit point at the Home, the children's nutrition, their physical and mental wellbeing and their transport to hospital visits.
Our more than 130 staff members are screened daily, uniforms disinfected and changed onsite, as well as employees supported during their isolation and positive diagnoses. Caring
for our staff is crucial for them to be able to care for the children.

What have you done to abide by the rules and regulations of COVID? We are a nursing lead facility and guided
by the Department of Health (DOH) infection control guidelines. At an early stage, we were already thinking about the impact
of the virus and what it could mean. Planning meetings regarding scenarios were discussed as part of our "preparedness". This
initially included infection control in our wards, but as COVID hit our country, awareness escalated. We met with the Department of Health and did a risk assessment for the entire Home. Risk factors were identified, like entrance and exit points,
screening of staff, the wearing of masks and the complete restriction of all interns, volunteers and parent visits to St. Joseph's.

Facial expressions like smiling, have always been such an important part of all communications and
interactions. Now, living behind a mask, how did this change things here? A child needs to be able to connect
with you and that includes a lot of facial expressions. Initially, our therapists wore visors, instead of masks. Since masks have
become compulsory we are guided by our values. How do we engage with one another? We cannot see so much of the facial
expression, but what is important is that we still engage respectfully. We respect each other by wearing masks.

Why is the physical contact between a parent and a child so important and how do you mitigate that
at St Joseph’s? Now, with the lockdown parental contact has not been possible? As a mother myself, I cannot imagine going a night without my child, not seeing them and understanding their wellness. Having a place like St Joseph's to care
for medically fragile children allows parents to feel that they are well supported and in a safe place. It does not ignore the
longing between a parent a child. Maintaining contact with parents throughout is reassuring them that we are giving their children loving care. Nurses and staff can only do so much in terms of daily care, but you cannot replace the bond between a parent and a child. So we recognized that this is difficult and have now started to re-integrate parents back into the Home to visit
their children. However, we take many precautions in facilitating these visits and parents are debriefed before visits. Until 5
August a total of 22 individual parental visits have been facilitated, while three parents did not meet screening criteria at the
entrance. This has been very sad.

Why is it so important to protect the children in the Home? All our children who are at SJH are medically fragile
and are admitted for 24-hour nursing care. The highest proportion of diagnoses is an infectious disease. They are therefore
medically more vulnerable to complications should they contract the virus. It is very important to take all the precautions to
keep them safe and not worsen their fragility.

Special note: Please be advised that our annual Thanksgiving Mass will be virtual.
More info to be shared soon.
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*click on “donate” and give online!

